Chapter 6

**The Wall of Salvation:** The wall on either side of the Highway from the Interpreter’s House to the Cross. Represents God’s secure and sure guidance as they seek relief from their burdens.

**Cross:** Where Christian’s burden was loosed and fell off his back.

**Tomb:** Also called the Sepulcher. Where Christian’s burden went to never return.

**Three Shining Ones:** Greeted Christian at the Cross after his burden was loosed and disappeared into the tomb.

**Document:** Guarantee of Christian’s inheritance signifying the work of the Holy Spirit.

**Mark on Christian’s forehead:** Guarantee of Christian’s inheritance signifying the work of the Holy Spirit. Christian is set apart with this mark.

**Simple:** Represents spiritual dullness. He is spiritually naïve and ignorant.

**Sloth:** Represents spiritual lethargy. Not very active and has little energy.

**Presumption:** Represents spiritual haughtiness. He is proudly competent and self-sufficient.

**Formality:** A religious performer who personifies external religion. Enters the Way over the Wall of Salvation with Hypocrisy.

**Hypocrisy:** A religious pretender who personifies counterfeit religion. Enters the Way over the Wall of Salvation with Formality.

**Land of Boasting:** Also called the Land of Vain-glory. Birthplace of Formality and Hypocrisy

**Ruler of the City (Celestial City):** God.